Mira 146"x112" seven-piece modular sectional with ottoman in Davin grey.
MIRA

STOCKED FABRIC OPTIONS

DAVIN GREY | BANKS CHARCOAL

STOCKED LEG OPTIONS

WHITE | STAINLESS STEEL | GRAPHITE | SHELL STAIN | TOAST STAIN | MOCHA STAIN | COGNAC STAIN | CHARCOAL STAIN | EBONY STAIN

sofa collection

80" SOFA
Davin Grey $2799
Banks Charcoal $2799

90" SOFA
Davin Grey $2899
Banks Charcoal $2899

100" SOFA
Davin Grey $2999
Banks Charcoal $2999

120" THREE-PIECE MODULAR SOFA
Davin Grey $4600
Banks Charcoal $4600

sectional pieces

39" OTTOMAN
Davin Grey $1000
Banks Charcoal $1000

43" OTTOMAN
Davin Grey $1000
Banks Charcoal $1000

ARMLESS CHAIR
Davin Grey $1400
Banks Charcoal $1400

LEFT ARM CHAIR
Davin Grey $1600
Banks Charcoal $1600

RIGHT ARM CHAIR
Davin Grey $1600
Banks Charcoal $1600

CORNER
Davin Grey $1700
Banks Charcoal $1700

68" ARMLESS SOFA
Davin Grey $2200
Banks Charcoal $2200
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STOCKED FABRIC OPTIONS

DAVIN GREY  BANKS CHARCOAL

STOCKED LEG OPTIONS
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13 stocked pre-configured sectional options

120” THREE-PIECE MODULAR SOFA
Davin Grey $4600
Banks Charcoal $4600

120” SOFA WITH LEFT- OR RIGHT- ARM CHAISE
Davin Grey $4900
Banks Charcoal $4900

15”x15” THREE-PIECE SECTIONAL
Davin Grey $1700
Banks Charcoal $1700

150”x16” SIX-PIECE MODULAR SECTIONAL
Davin Grey $9100
Banks Charcoal $9100

154”x82” FIVE-PIECE MODULAR SOFA WITH OTTOMAN
Davin Grey $7000
Banks Charcoal $7000

154”x82” SIX-PIECE MODULAR U-SHAPED SECTIONAL
Davin Grey $8000
Banks Charcoal $8000

150”x150” FOUR-PIECE SECTIONAL WITH RIGHT- OR LEFT-ARM CHAISE
Davin Grey $8800
Banks Charcoal $8800

154”x76” THREE-PIECE U-SHAPED SECTIONAL
Davin Grey $9000
Banks Charcoal $9000

150”x150” SEVEN-PIECE MODULAR SECTIONAL WITH OTTOMAN
Davin Grey $10100
Banks Charcoal $10100

14”x56” EIGHT-PIECE MODULAR U-SHAPED SECTIONAL
Davin Grey $12200
Banks Charcoal $12200

MADE IN North Carolina
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